Abstract-Based on a large number of optimization experiments, the optimal switch probability was discussed. And by the analysis and experiment of local and global pollination, it is found that the global exploration of global pollination was not ideal. In order to integrate the algorithm, this paper designs two kinds of non-need parameters optimization algorithms combined with the idea of orthogonal experiment and based on the following aspects: global exploration, local exploitation, population evolution, and elite reservation. The simulation results of 23 benchmark functions and pressure vessel design problem show that two non-need parameters optimization algorithms have conspicuous advantages in convergence accuracy, convergence speed , stability and engineering optimization.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, many bionic optimization algorithms have been proposed and used in practical engineering widely. In 2012, Yang, a scholar at Cambridge University, proposed a new optimization algorithm named flower pollination algorithm (FPA) inspired by the self-pollination and crosspollination of flowers in nature [1] . In FPA, cross-pollination on behalf of the global exploration of the algorithm and Selfpollination on behalf of the local exploration of the algorithm are controlled by switch probability. Based on the FPA, Yang proposed a multi-objective flower pollination algorithm (MOFPA) [2] [3] . The FPA has fewer initial parameters than classical heuristic algorithms such as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC). However, FPA has some disadvantages such as easy to get into local optimality, poor convergence accuracy. So the global exploration capabilities and local exploration capabilities of FPA still need to be improved. For this reason, some foreign scholars conducted in-depth study of the basic FPA. For example, Abdel-Raouf O et al. proposed an improved pollen algorithm (IFPCH) combined the chaos optimization theory to improve its global exploration ability [4] . For the highdimensional functions, Wang R et al. introduced the local neighborhood search strategy, the dimension update and evaluation strategy to improve the convergence property of FPA [5] . About the engineering applications, Rodrigues D et al. proposed a Binary Flower Pollination Algorithm (BFPA) to solve the problem of feature selection [6] . El-Henawy I et al. proposed hybrid flower pollination algorithm (FPPSO) to solve the constraint global optimization problem [7] . The above algorithms have improved the optimal capability of FPA. But on the whole, there are still some shortcomings.
In order to further study the optimization characteristics of FPA, this paper, firstly, sets up different switch probability p to test its optimization parameters by four kinds of standard test functions and 23 test functions. Secondly, the global pollination and local pollination were qualitatively analyzed and separated experiment to explore their problems. Then, combined with the orthogonal design and global exploration, local exploration, population evolution and elite reservation, two kinds of Nonneed Parameters Optimization Algorithm(NPA) were proposed based on two orthogonal strategies respectively.
II. ANALYSIS OF FPA

A. Flowers Pollination Algorithm
Yang divided pollination of flower into two basic forms: cross-pollination and self-pollination, and abstracted the following four rules [1] :
(1) Biotic and cross-pollination is considered as global pollination process with pollen-carrying pollinators performing Lévy flights.
(2) Abiotic and self-pollination are considered as local pollination.
(3) Flower constancy can be considered as the reproduction probability is proportional to the similarity of two flowers involved.
(4) Local pollination and global pollination is controlled by a switch probability p ∈ [0, 1]. Because of the physical proximity and other factors such as wind, local pollination can have a significant fraction p in the overall pollination activities, and p usually equal to 0.8.
In fact, each flowering plant has more than one flower, and each flower has many pollen gametes in the nature. But Yang assumes that there is only one flower per flowering plant, with only one gamete per flower for algorithm implementation. Each gamete is considered as a candidate solution in the solution space.
where xit is candidate solution at iteration t; L is the strength of the pollination, which essentially is a step size; Γ(λ) is the standard gamma function, and this distribution is valid for large steps s>0. In all our simulations below, we have used λ = 1.5. xjt and xkt are pollens from the different flowers of the same plant species.
B. Parameter Analysis
The switch probability p is an important initial parameter of FPA. p is set to 0.8 based on the ratio of cross-pollination and self-pollination of the flowering plants in nature [1] . However, in the actual algorithm optimization, we cannot make sure whether 0.8 is the optimal parameter of p. So, this section provides an in-depth analysis of the parameter sensitivity of FPA.
In order to directly reflect the effect of the switch probability p on the optimization of FPA, according to the different properties of the classical test function, two kinds of singlepeak and multi-peak test functions are selected to simulate and optimize based on different switch probability (p∈[0,1]), and FPA only performs the strategy of local pollination and greedy evolution. Fig.1-2 shows the Sphere function and Rastrigin function. The pollen population in FPA is 50, and two kinds of classical test functions are optimally calculated respectively by setting p=(0, 0.1, 0.2, ..., 1.0). Fig.3 shows the optimal evolution contrast curve, it can clearly indicate the smaller the switch probability p the better the optimization effect whether for unimodal low-dimensional, unimodal high-dimensional, or multimodal low-dimensional, multimodal high-dimensional function, when p=0.0, the effect of FPA achieves the best performance. So, the effect of global pollination based on Lévy flight on the optimization is not very good. 
C. Analysis of Algorithm
For heuristic algorithms, the function of global exploration is to ensure that individuals in the population can appear anywhere in the optimization space with almost equal probability, so that the algorithm can optimize in a larger space to avoid falling into local optimal, so the global exploration is to reflect the randomness of the algorithm. The function of local exploration is to carry on the fine search in the optimal region at present to approach the global optimal point gradually and guarantee the fast convergence of the algorithm. Therefore, local exploration embodies the orientation of the algorithm. For FPA, in pollen algorithm, global pollination is mainly used for global exploration; local pollination is mainly used for local exploration. In global pollination and local pollination, the location of pollen gametes in the solution space is updated by Eq.(2-3). According to Eq.(2-3), the tendency of pollen gametes position change in two basic pollination processes have visually analyzed. As shown in Fig.4 : In each cycle, each pollen gamete that performs global pollination can move only in one direction; The movement direction of pollen gametes that perform local pollination is related to the position of reference pollens, which can be moved in any direction since reference pollens are selected randomly. So, the orientation of global pollination is better than that of local pollination, but the randomness of local pollination is better than that of global pollination. Based on the above analysis, we make the following conjecture: the local pollination of the basic FPA is more suitable for the global exploration.
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FIGURE IV.
CHANGING TRENDENCY OF POLLENS IN LOCAL AND GLOBAL POLLINATION
To verify the above conjecture, the greedy evolutionary strategy of the basic FPA is removed, and based on the twodimensional Sphere function, the global pollination, local pollination and global optimal value updating are separately reserved for optimization computation; for the optimization computation, we have used the pollen gamete population number N=20, the maximum number of iterations Kmax=100. Then, the distribution of pollen gametes in the solution space has been observed. As shown in Fig.5 , it is the pollen distribution when global pollination is performed separately, and the Fig.6 shows the pollen distribution when local pollination is performed separately. It can be seen that the pollen distribution of local pollination can spread all over the optimal space and the distribution is relatively uniform. The pollen distribution of global pollination is relatively concentrated on the x-axis and y-axis and tends to the center [0,0] of the solution space which is the global minimum of the two-dimensional Sphere function. This more intuitively verify the rationality of the above conjecture: the local pollination of the basic FPA is more suitable for the global exploration. 
III. P NON-NEED PARAMETERS OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
In view of the shortcomings of the basic FPA, the non-need parameters optimization algorithm (NPA) is designed based on the FPA and the idea of orthogonal experimental design.
A. Global Exploration
Because the local pollination in the FPA has excellent randomness and can carry on the optimization in the vast solution space, the pollen gametes of NPA adopt Eq.(4) to perform global exploration.
B. Local Exploration
Combined with the Orthogonal Experimental Design (OED), the local exploration of NPA is design by using the
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global optimum pollen gametes as the main object to conduct orthogonal design.
1)
Orthogonal experimental design
In scientific experiments, there are many interrelated factors affect the test results, so that a large number of comprehensive tests are required to explore the relationship between factors and test results. But when there are too many factors, the number of text will explode. To solve this problem, OED an efficient method to design multi-factor, multi-level research was proposed, which based on the orthogonality of experiment to select "uniform, scattered, neat and comparable" sample points in the comprehensive test.
In scientific experiments, there are many interrelated factors affect the test results, so that a large number of comprehensive tests are required to explore the relationship between factors and test results. But when there are too many factors, the number of text will explode. To solve this problem, OED an efficient method to design multi-factor, multi-level research was proposed, which based on the orthogonality of experiment to select "uniform, scattered, neat and comparable" sample points in the comprehensive test. The test of OED is based on the sample points in the  orthogonal table LM(QF) , and the best test conditions estimated through factor analysis. Where Q is the number of levels, F is the number of factors and M is the samples size. Pseudo code to generate orthogonal tables is shown in Fig.7[8,10 ]. Eq. (5) gives the orthogonal matrix of L4 (23) orthogonal tables.
The OED has been successfully applied to GA [9] , PSO [10] [11] and DE [12] ,which shows the OED has a good effect on improving the local exploration. Therefore, the improvement of the local exploration in this paper bases on the idea of OED.
2)
Local exploration
To improve the local exploration, the orthogonal table LM(QF)is abbreviated as L, where M is the number of offspring generated orthogonally; Q is the number of pollen gametes involved in orthogonal; F is the dimension of pollen gametes which is equivalent to D.
In the new algorithm, the current global optimal pollen gamete (dominated gamete, xp) and another pollen gamete (auxiliary gamete, xs) are orthogonally crossed to generate orthogonal progeny. There are two strategies to select the auxiliary gamete, the one is choosing the pollen closest to the optimal pollen, which bases on the relative distance; the other one is selecting the sub-optimal pollen, which bases on the fitness value. The NPA based on the above two strategies are abbreviated as NPA-d and NPA-f. Fig.8 shows the pseudo code of producing orthogonal generation from the orthogonal table LM(2D), where xL is an M×D matrix, and each row represents an orthogonal progeny.
FIGURE VIII. PSEUDO CODE OF PRODUCING ORTHOGONAL GENERATION
C. Population Evolution Strategy
In heuristic algorithms, the population evolve in the most favorable direction by the guidance of the population evolutionary strategies. The basic FPA uses the greedy evolutionary strategy to evolve the population. But, this evolutionary strategy is found to be too greedy, once the step size is smaller, the pollen gametes can easily fall into the local optimum, which causes the pollen population evolution over.
Therefore, we design a step-by-step evolutionary strategy. In each generation of gametes, the global optimal gamete only executes the local exploration of the OED instead of the global exploration, and the best individual is selected from pollen offspring including the parent to evolve. Then the rest of the pollen gametes execute global exploration. If the offspring is superior to any one of the parents, it will evolve.
D. Elite Reservation Strategy
Elite reservation strategy is designed to reserve the better individuals in the evolutionary process. In the local exploration of the new algorithm, orthogonal strategy is performed by the global optimal gamete, which, therefore, may generate many excellent offspring, some of which will replace the poorlysuited gametes to reserve the elite.
E. New Algorithm Execution Flow
Based on the above ideas for improvement, the implementation steps of the NPA are given
Step1: Set the initial parameter: the number of pollen gametes N, the maximum number of iterations Kmax;
Step2: Produce the orthogonal table LM(2D) according to Fig.7 , initialize the pollen population x0 and calculate the fitness of each search agent y0;
Step3: Calculate the global minimum and record the optimal solution xbest;
Step4: Select the auxiliary gamete xs;
Step5: The non-global optimum pollen gametes perform global exploration and evolution according to Eq.4;
Step6: The global optimal pollen gamete is orthogonalized and evolved according to Fig.8; Step7:Replace some poorly-suited pollen gametes with some excellent offspring in Step6;
Step8: Update the global minimum and optimal solution xbest;
Step9: If the termination condition is satisfied, output the global optimal solution xbest; otherwise, go to Step4.
As can be seen from the algorithm flow, the initial parameters of the new algorithm only involve N and Kmax, which are indispensable parameters of all heuristic algorithms. Therefore, the new algorithm can be considered as a non-need parameters optimization algorithm, which has some advantages in the optimization calculation.
IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
In order to verify the validity of the two new algorithm (NPA-d/NPA-f), 23 test functions [13] [14] [15] [16] is selected to do the optimization calculation, and a comparison is made with the FPA, the Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CS) [17] and the Firefly Algorithm (FA) [18] . The basic information of fixed dimensional test functions is listed in table 1, which contains F1 to F13. F1 to F5 are single-peak function, with the very flat area around global minimum area, leading to a lot of pollen gametes losing their direction here, therefore these functions can be well used to test the local exploration performance of the algorithm. F6 to F13 are multimodal function, which has a large number of peaks, causing the process of optimization deceptive and making the algorithm stop in local optimal location, so they can effectively test the algorithm of the global exploring ability and the ability to jump out of local optimum. The basic information of multimodal benchmark is listed in table 2, which contains F14 to F23, mainly used to test the local exploring performance and the global exploring performance. 
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In order to make a comparison among these algorithms(only relative comparison) objectively, simulation experiments are conducted on the same MATLAB computing platform, eliminating the difference of running time for the same algorithm on different platforms. According to the literature [1, 17, 18] , the parameters of the four optimization algorithms are set, and the result is shown in table 3. In order to obtain objective simulation calculation results, 50 times optimization, based on statistics, are calculated separately with the selected standard function of FPA, CS, FA and NPA-f. Then, according to the results, we get the statistical indicators such as the optimal value, the mean, the standard deviation and the average time consumption, which are used to measure the performance of the algorithm. The optimal value and average value are mainly used to evaluate the accuracy of the algorithm, the standard deviation is used to evaluate stability of the optimal process, and the average time consumption is used to evaluate the time complexity indirectly.
The comparison of the optimization results of for 23 test functions is listed in table 4. According to the optimization results of fixed dimension test function, we get fourth conclusions. First of all, FPA, CS, FA, NPA-d and NPA-f all can find theoretical solutions of test functions. Secondly, in terms of convergence accuracy, the optimization effect of FPA, CS and FA algorithm is quite similar, but it is obviously inferior to NPA-d and NPA-f. Thirdly, in terms of the optimization stability, the standard deviation of NPA-d and NPA-f is at least 7 to 21 orders of magnitude smaller than that of FPA, CS and PA in stability. Finally, from the three basic evaluation indexes of the optimal value, mean value and standard deviation of the table, the difference between NPA-d and NPA-f is not significant, which indicates the effectiveness of the two orthogonal strategies. In the high dimensional test function, the whole five algorithms can calculate approximate the theoretical solutions of the single peak test functions, but the convergence of FPA, CS, FA is far less than NPA-d and NPA-f. In addition to F18, the optimization performance of FPA, CS, FA(except F20, F21, F23) is not satisfying. The NPA-d algorithm can find theoretical solutions to all test functions and has high convergence accuracy and stability. However, NPA-f algorithm can find theoretical solutions, equivalent to the effect NPA-d, only for test functions in addition to F20 and F22, proving that the improved algorithm has an advantage the formal algorithm in the performance of high dimensional test function and the strategy based on the adaptive screening of orthogonal auxiliary gametes is less than that based on relative distance. In order to find the optimal convergence process of the intuitive reaction algorithm, the optimal evolution contrast curves of 23 test functions are given in Fig.9-10 (Note: the curve in the figure breaks, indicating that the algorithm has converged to zero), from which we can see For NPA-d, the convergence rate of NPA-f is obviously better than that of FPA, CS and FA. For the fixed dimension test functions F1-F13 and the higher-order unimodal functions F14-F16, NPA-d and NPA-f, While the NPA-d algorithm converges faster than NPA-f for the high-dimensional multi-peak function F17-F23.
It is obvious that the optimization convergence rate of NPA-d and NPA-f is significantly better than FPA, CS and FA, from the contrast curves of the 23 test functions in Fig.9-10 (note: the curve fracture in the figure shows that the algorithm has converged to zero). In terms of fixed dimensional functions F1 to F13 and high dimension single-peak functions F14 to F16, the convergence speed of NPA-d and NPA-f is comparable. However, the optimization convergence rate of NPA-d is a little better than that of NPA-f, in the performance of testing high dimension multimodal function F17 to F23. is given in Tab. 6 . from the comparison of the data in Tab.6, which contains the average consumption times of 50 times per test function except F17 and F23, the average time consumption of FA algorithm is the most, followed by CS. FPA is in the middle, NPA-d is less than FPA and NPA-f gets the lowest average consumption time, which indicates that NPA-d and NPA-f is superior to FPA, CS and FA algorithm in time complexity, and is also reflects that NPA-f is better than NPAd in algorithm complexity.
To sum up, no parameter optimization algorithm not only improves the original global exploring ability of the algorithm and local exploration ability, gets the obvious increase on the convergence precision, convergence speed and calculation stability, but also the time complexity of the algorithm is also got remarkable optimization. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In order to study the optimization characteristics of the flower pollination algorithm further, the initial parameters of the algorithm are investigated experimentally firstly. It is found that the lower the conversion probability, the better the FPA algorithm is. In order to explain this phenomenon, the global pollination and local pollination process of FPA algorithm are analyzed. It is found that the global exploration ability of the global pollination behavior of pollen gametes is inferior to local pollination and is not suitable for the global exploration of FPA algorithm.
Aiming at the problems above, the idea of orthogonal design is introduced ro reintegrate the pollen algorithm in the aspects of global exploration, local exploration, group evolution, elite retention, etc. In addition, two orthogonal strategies are presented and two no parameters optimization algorithms are designed. By comparing the simulation results of 23 standard test functions, it is proved that the two new algorithms have significant advantages in convergence accuracy, convergence speed, stability and time complexity. What's more, compared with the simulation results of pressure vessel optimization design, it is proved that the news algorithms are practical in engineering. However, the new
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algorithm also has some stability problems in the optimization of high dimensional complex functions. In the next step, we will solve the issues gradually and extend the algorithm to more engineering applications.
